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A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF RADICAl, LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS _"

ON CALIBRATED STRAIN GAGE LOAD EQUATIONS

Jerald M. Jenkins and Albert E. Kuhl "

Dryden Flight Research Center

INTRODUCT_N

For several decades, airplaneflightloads have been measured using calibrated
straingages. The basic approach, which was formallydocumented in 1954 (ref.1),
consistsof two distinctprocesses. Firstthe informationfrom a point load calibra-
tionof the liftingsurface isused to obtain a linearexpression thatrelatesthe
applied loads to the strain gage outputs. The second process is the acquisition of _.
flight data, which involves deducing flight loads from flight-measured strains. The
empirical relationships established du_ing the ground load calibration are used in
the deductive process.

The procedure to evaluate the validity of a load equation has been a _estricted
one. It consists of obtaining a set of calculated loads from the equation based on the
strain information obtained from each of the applied calibration loads. In other
words, the accuracy of the equation is assessed only on the basis of information
developed during the load calibration. In general, the distributions and magnitudes
of the flight loads to be measured are not considered. Therefore, the range of
appl_ oility of the equatior, is not established.

These conventional procedures _ave, in great part, served the needs of flight
test and research programs. However, with the evolution of supersonic and hyper-
sonic airplanes, the measurement of flight loads has become mope complex. In
particular, many problems have resulted from low aspect ratio fins (ref. 2) and
delta-wing airplanes (refs. 3 to 5). Little additional work has been done to assess
the applicability of conventional processes to recently developed aircraft. In many
recent studies, the point load calibration has been replaced by distributed and
scmidistributed load calibrations. The introduction of such approaches provides
reason to question the validity of the conventional processes for evaluating the
accuracy and applicability of a load equation.

This report uses a computational procedure to examine the validity and applica-
bility of various load equations for various load distributions. The computational
procedure used is designed to link the ground load calibration to the measurement
to be made in flight.

: _ I I °
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SYMBOLS

B bending moment I._

lj! influence coefficient for the jth strain gage due to a load applied at Y_

the fth load point, _c]/Lct, 1/N (1/lb)

t discrete load point

]' discrete strain gage

[ Lci calibration load applied at the ith load point, N (lb)

I" Lli local load applied at the ith load point, N (Ib)

L T total load applied to the wing, N (It))

S shear load

T torsiun load

8 voltage change resulting from straining the active arms of a strain
gage bridge

referencevoltage change resultingfrom shunting a calibrated
6cal resistoracross one arm of a straingage bridge

p nondimensional straingage response, 8/6ca I

%. nondimensional straingage response for the jthstraingage due to
I the applied calibration load

P'Tj summation of total nondimensional strain gage responses for the ]thstrain gage due to the total superposition of all local loads

tttfl total nondimensional strain gage response for the ]th strain gage dueto the local loading at the Rh load point

Subscripts:

m total number of strain gages on wing

n total '1tuber of calibration load points on wing

' " ' ' ' 977( 204861 TSA05



DELTA-WING TEST STRUCTURE

The structuralskeletonof a complex delta-wing aircraftis shown in figure I.
The wing, which is of a multispar constructionwith an outboard engine nacelle,was !_

: thoroughly instrumented with strain gages and a load calibration was performed _':
• (refs.3 to 5). The locationsof the straingages are shown in figure 2. Even-

numbered straingages are configured to sense shearing strainsand odd-numbered
gages are configured to sense bending strains. The completeness of the straingage
instrumentationand the load calibrationof the structureprovide the basis for the
analytical study contained in this paper. ,,.

LOAD EQUATIONS

Load equations that relate applied wing loads to wing root strain gages are
presented in table 1. These equations were derived by the method described in
reference 4 and the equation numbers are consistent with those given in that refer-
ence. Additional discussion of the equations is presented in reference 6. The
letter S, B, or T in an equation number indicates whether the equation was devel-
oped for shear, bending moment, or torsion, respectively. The three digit sub-
script, such as 302, identifies the strain gage associated with the output, it. All
the shear and torsion equations use five strain gage outputs; the bending moment
equations require the outputs of only two or three strain gages.

The procedure for the error analysis of these equations is discussed in refer-
ences 1 and 4. The standard error of each equation is given in table 2.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

The convcnt,onal processes used to acquire flight loads data are listed in
table 3. The laboratory process includes the activities that result from applying
loads to a lifting surface, measuring the strain gage responses, and deriving a
mathematical relationship between the loads and the responses. The flight testing
includes the acquisition of the flight test data and the use of the laboratory data to
interpret the information. In the past, this process has been a closed-loop situation.
Accuracy statements have been based on the laboratory calculations and estimates
of the flight data recording system capabilities.

A more complete knowledge ot the applicability of an equation developed from
laboratory and flight test processes can be acquired by computational means. Two
types of computational processes are outlined in table 3. The first computational
procedure is reported in reference 6. This computation uses a finite element
structural model to determine where strai_ gages should be located and how they
should be combined into equations bcfor_ the load calibration is done. The second
computation evaluates the ability of a particular equation to calculate widely varying
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distribution_ of load. The study of this computation and its results is the basis for
this paper,

The distribution of aerodynamic loads on a lifting surface, such as an airplane
wing, varies in both the chord and span directions, depending on flow conditions

and the attitude of the lifting surface. The most dramatic variations occur in the _._.
chord direction o The variations for three characteristic loadings are shown in
figure 3. Two of the three loadings (figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) can be attributed to '_'.i
variations in Maeh number. The forward center of pressure loading is developed
from the classic subsonic chordwise pressure distribution of reference 7 and the
spanwise distribution of subsonic pressure developed in reference 8. The central
center of pressure loading is typical of supersonic flow where the load is distributed
uniformly over the lifting surface. The third distribution (fig. 3(e)), which "
represents a center of pressure located near the trailing edge of the lifting surface,

_ typically results from control surface-induced loads, which are defined in refer-ence 9. These three loadings represent a widely varying set for computational
analysis.

A schematic of the computational procedure is shown in figure 4. The labora-
tory load calibration provides information from which experimentally determined
influence coefficients are obtained and load equations are developed. These
coefficients and equations are the keys to the computation. Each of the hypothetical
loadings can be divided into local area loadings. The manner in which the loading
is subdivided is based on the location of laboratory calibration loads. For the
present study, the wing surface was subdivided to correspond to the calibration
load point locations, as shown in figure 5.

A typical local loading is shown in figure 6. This local loading can be used to
calculate the total strain gage output for the jth strain gage and the fib load point,

_tji, which can be determined from the equation

=(",,1(';,)I.

[ where Lli is the local loading at the Ith point and l_ij is the influence coefficient
determined from the load calibration. The influence coefficient is defined as

Lc_

whore ttcj is the total output of tim jth strain gage due to the calibration loa_',
L , applied at the ith load point.

e i

L. * "- : -. -- _-7 I I .....................................
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The total outputs for all the strain gages can he calculated for all the local

loadings. Hence, for any discrete strain gage, j, the total output, _tT], due to thetotal load, LT, can bo expressed as

i=n l'_

. ygTi" i=I

where n is the total number of local loadings. The number n also corresponds to the
number of load points used in the laboratory load calibration. ,.-

The total output _tT. is input directly to a load equation that was developed using
J

the jth strain gage. If m strain gages are available, then for each way the load is

T1 , ttT , . . . _tT .... _tT . Fordistributed, the outputs to be calculated are _t 2 j m
this study, the load was distributed in the three ways shown in figure 3. Therefore,

there are three identical total loads, L T, which are distributed in three ways by way

of the local loadings, Llt. From this information, local strain gage outputs, pt_t,j

can be calculated. Then total strain outputs, _tTj, can be calculated for m straia z

gages for each of the three total load distributions. Three known load distributions
can now be applied mathematically to the structure; then these loads can be calcu-
lated based on the experimental influence coefficients and the total superimposed
strain outputs. If the equations are universally applicable, the calculated load
should approximate the applied load, L T. If for one or more of the three load distri-

butions a particular equation fails to calculate L T with suitable accuracy, the equa-

tion should be rejected because it is not universally applicable to all load distribu-
tions.

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT PLOTS

Probably the most informative manner of presentation for load calibration data is
the influence coefficient plot. The influence coefficient plot provides a way to look
at the output per unit applied load as a function of span lovation for a given chord
location for each strain gage bridge (ref. 6). A plot of this nature is useful in
determining whether a bridge is affected predominately by shear, bending moment,
or torsion loads, by a combination of two, or even by all three. This is illustrated
in figure 7. The ideal responses are those from strain gages that are sensitive only
to shear, bending moment, or torsion loads. Ideal responses are rare. More
commonly, the influence coefficient plot shows the combined effects of shear,
bcndlng moment, and torsion loads. This type of response, which is referred to
herein as a complex response, is frequently nonlinear in nature (ref. 6). The

5
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purpose of combining several strain gages into an equation is to attempt to create
an ideal or nearly ideal response.

An equation ran be plotted similarly and examined on the same basis. This
provides an excellent way to examine the ehavaeteristios of tile equations in terms
of the load loc_ation. Influence coefficient plots fl)r tile equations presented in

table 1 are shown in figures 8, 9, and 10. The slmar equations are plotted in L_,i

figure 8, [he bending moment equations in figure 9, and the torsion equations in '_'I
figure 10. In the ideal ease, these plots would be similar to the shear, bending
moment, and torsion plots in figure 7(a). An ideal shear equation would appear as
a horizontal straigid line. An ideal bending moment equation would appear as a
straight line passing through the origin. An influence coefficient plot of an ideal
torsion equation would have the same shape as the planform of the constant chord
lines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computational procedure shown in figure 4 was applied to the load-
calibrated wing, the derived equations, and _he set of hypothetical loads discussed
in previous sections. A 44,480-newton (10,000-pound) load was applied mathemat-
ically to the wing structure using the three distributions shown in figure 3. These
load distributions are referred to hereafter as the forward center of pressure
loading, the central center of pressure loading, and the aft center of pressure
loading. The procedures outlined in the Computational Procedures section were
used to apply the local loadings and to calculate the total output for each of the
strain gages under each load condition. The outputs for each of the three load
distributions were input to the appropriate equations from table 1 and the resulting
calculated loads for shear, bending moment, and torsion were then compared to
the known applied load. The results are shown in figures 11 to 13.

Shear Loads

In figure 11, the calculated shear loads are compared to the 44,480-newton
(10,000-pound) applied load for the eight shear equations. The figure shows that
the calculated loads are smaller than the mathematically applied load. In addition,
the calculated loads more closely approximate the mathematically applied load for
the forward and central center of pressure loadings than for the aft center of pres-
sure loading. There is a significant variation in calculated load from equation to
equation for all three load distributions. The variation is as high as 20 percent.

Figure 11 also shows that equation 93S comes closer to calculating the three
mathematically applied loads than any of the other equations. Ilowever, table 2
shows that equation 93S has the second highest standard error of the eight shear
equations. Equation 95S in almost as good as equation 93S for calculating the
applied load and has a significantly lower standard error. The influence coefficient
plots of equations 93S and 95S (fig. 8) show that the chord lines for equation 95S
are more closely packed and more closely resemble straight lines.

tl

i 1
! ' I I

• i [ !
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Equations 91S and 02S appear to ba the least favorable shear equations ba._ed
on the ealeulative teat used in this paper. The influence coefficient plot for equa-
tion 91S shows a lot of scatter and some significant nonlinearities. The influence
coefficient plot for equation 92S, hewaw.,r, does not hxJk aa bad as the results of the
ealculative teat imply. Comparison of the standard errors of the equations and

examination of the influence coefficient plots of the equations do not reveal any _ ]

obvious clue as to why equations 93S and 95S result in calculated shear loads closer
to the analytically applied shear load than those calculated with equations 918 and
92S. However, sines all eight shear equations use logical combinations of strain
gages, little variation would be expected. I! these equations were contrasted with
equations having illogical strain gage combinations, trends would probably be more
evident.

i The landing gear whecl well is between the spars on which strain gage bridges
• 306/307 and 308/309 are located. This wheel well represents an interruption in the

continuity of the structure. It is worth noting that equations 918 anti 92S have
three strain gages forward of the wheel well and two strain gages aft of the wheel
well, whereas equations 93S and 95S have two strain geges aft of the wheel well and
three forward of the wheel well. Further investigation would be neeess_y to
determine whether this difference is significant.

Two other factors of importance in a study of this nature are the magnitude of
the calibration loads and how the loads are distributed over the surface of the wing.
Figure 14 shows the relative magnitudes of the calibration loads for this str.dy. The
lengths of the vectors represent the relative magnitudes of the loads. As is true in ./
the calibration of most aircraft wings, the distribution of the calibration loads does
not correspond to the probable distribution of the flight loads. The largest calibra-
tion loads were applied along an inboard chord from near the leading edge t.a near
the trailing edge; the outboard leading edge and the entire trailing edge were
subjected to very small calibration loads. In flight, large loads are likely to occur
near the trailing edge where the control surfaces are located and near the leading
edge due to the basic character of chordwise subsonic pressure distributions. The
small calibration loads on the trailing edge probably contribute greatly to the
largest discrepancy seen in figure 11, which i._ the discrepancy between the calcu-
lated and mathematically applied shear loads for the aft center of pressure loading.

The local loadings that can be applied to a wing structure depend on the bearing
strength available at the particular location; therefore, the calibration loads arc
generally sized according to the local strength. This was the case for this wing.
Figures 11 and 14 indicate that the calibration may be inadequate for deriving equa-
tions suitable for describing loadings in an extreme aft position.

Bending Moments

The comparison of calculated and mathematically applied bending moments is
presented in figure 12. The variation in the magnitude of the hen<ling load is caused
by the wiriation in the distribution of the 44,480-newton (10,000 pound) load. As
in the comparison for shear loads, the calculated bending moments arc smaller than
the mathematically applied bending moments. In general, the calculated anti

7
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mathematically applied values for the bending moments correlate better than those
for the shear loads. For the forward and aft center of pressure loadings, the calcu-
lated boqding moments for all the equations examined are within 4 percent of the
mathamLtieally applied bonding moments. The correlation is poorer for the central
center of pressure loading: The calculated bonding moments are ,q to 10 percent
lower than the mathematically applied bending moments. The variation of tile ealeu-- I_
latod bending moments among tim equations is quite small for each of the load distri "
buttons.

In the influence coefficient plots for the bending moment equations (fig. 9),
no equation appears to be superior to the others. Equation 81B is the least linear
and has the highest standard error of the four equations; therefore, it could be ,_.
considered to be the least reliable of the group, ilowover, equations 8011, 82B, and
83B have no distinguishing features that allow further ranking. Equation 80B uses
only two strain gage bridges; hence, it might be chosen because it would require
fewer data recording channels. As in the ease of the shear equations, there would
be more contrast if the gage selection included illogical choices.

Torsion Loads

Torsion loads have historieal!vbeen the most difficultloads tomeasure on low

aspect ratioand delta-wing liftingsurfaces. The wing studied in thispaper is no
exception. In addition,eautio,must be exercised when examining torsiondata
because the quantitiesare dependent on the locationof the reference axis. For this

study, the reference axis is at fuselage station970 (ref.4), which is at approxi-
mately 25 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing panel.

The comparison of the calculatedand mathematicallyapplied torsionloads is
presented in figure 13. The magnitude of the mathematicallyapplied torsionloads
varies depenOing on the distributionof the 44,480-newton (10,000-pound) load.
The figure shows thatthe calculatedtorsionloads forthe forward center of pressure
loading exceed the mathematicallyapplied torsionload by 4520 newton-meters
(40,000 inch-pounds) to 12,430 newton-meters (110,000 inch-pounds). The varia-
tionof the calculatedtorsionload among the equations is as much as 7910 newton-
meters (70,000 inch-pounds). The calculatedtorsionloads for the centralcenter

of pressure loading are smaller than the mathematicallyapplied torsionloads by
7910 newton-meters (70,000 Inch-pounds) to 16,950 newton-meters (150,000 inch_
pounds). The variationof the calculatedtorsionload among the equations is as
large as 9040 newton-meters (00,000 inch-pounds). The calculatedtorsionloads
for the aft center of pressure loading show the largest deviatit_ns from the mathe-
matically applied load: The calculated torsion loads are smaller by 56,500 newton-
meters (_ 00,000 inch-pounds) to 84,750 newton-meters (750,000 inch-pounds).
The variation of the calculated torsion loads among the equations was as large as
28,250 newton=meters (250,000 inch-pounds).

The standard errors of the six torsion equations (table 2) range from
2585 newton-meters (22,880 inch-pounds) to 4740 newton-meters (41,920 inch-
pounds). For the forward center of pressure loading, the calculated torsion loads
from equations 90T and 91T have the largest and smallest deviations from the

8
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mathematically appli¢:d loads, ltowevor, these two equations also have the largo.st
standard errors of tile six equations. The deviations of the aaleulated torsion loads
from the mathematically applied torsion loads for the central cantor of pressure
loading are clearly outside the ranges of the standard o_rrors fop tl_e torsion equa-
tions. For tile aft center of pressure loading, the deviations are st least an order of
magnitude larger than the standard errors fop this sot of torsion equations, This
discrepancy between the calculated and mathematically applil;d torsion loads for !_?i
tile aft center of pressure loading corresponds to the discrepancy for the shear loads .,'.
and is assumed to be influenced by the low magnitude of the calibration loads at the
trailing edge (fig. 14). It is also important to note that the deviation of tile ealeu, t
lated torsion load from the mathematically applied torsion load increased as the !
center of pressure of the leading became more remote from the reference axis.

Equation 84T has the lowest standard error of the torsion equations. Based on
the mathematical computation, equations 91T, 85T, and 90T best measure the
loadings for the forward, central, and aft centers of pressure, respectively. The
influence coefficient plots indicate that equations 84T, 85T, and 88T arc equally
the best of the torsion equations.

i

Equation SelectionMatrices

Thus far, the standard errors of the equations, the mathematical computation
using the three load distributions,and the influencecoefficientplotsof the equa-
tionshave been used individuallyto evaluatewhethqr an equation can calculate .'
loads accurately. In table 4, these factors are presented collectively in matrix form
for all the equations. Each equation was evaluated on the basis of five criteria:
the standard error, the accuracy of the calculated loads for the forward loadings,
the accuracy of the calculated loads for the central loadings, the accuracy of the
calculated loads for the aft loadings, and the appearance of the influence coefficient
plot. The equations were ranked on the basis of each of the five criteria and an X
was recorded in the matrix for each equation that ranked in the top 50 percent of
the group for a given criterion. When distinguishing factors were not clear or did
not divide the group of equations into two halves, more or less than 50 percent of
the equations were marked for that criterion. This simple approach provides a
general identification of the most desirable equations based on the five criteria
selected. There are, of course, many other methods and criteria by which a
similar matrix can be established.

The value of such a matrix apprc.,eh is clear. The discussion of the equations
based on individual criteria gives no definite answer as to which equation to use.
In addition, no equation recurs as the best for all or oven most criteria. The matrix
approach combines the accumulated informahon to give a concise overview. The
matrices in table 4 show that equations 95S, 92S, and 93S arc the most desirable
for calculating shear loads; equations 82B and 83B are the most desirable for calcu-
lating bending loads; and equations 85T and 88T are the most desirable for calcu-
lating torsion loads.

i 9
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The task of obtaining reliable strain gage load equations is still complex, even
ariel, several decades of experience. Various criteria can be used for evaluating
load equ_ltions. Statistical calculations such as standard errors provide no link to
the load to be measured in flight. Influence coefficients are helpful in equation
selection; however, interpretation is very difficult, particularly for tile novice. '_'
The mathematical computation introduced in this paper provides a means of
examining the behavior of equations for radically varying distributions of load.
The use of a le_d-dlstributlng computational procedure to augmont the error ealcu _
lations and influence coefficient plots developed from the load calibration is of great
value in that it links the load calibration to the flight load to be measured rather ,_.
than just to the calibration load. This aspect cannot be overlooked if a system of
equations is to be objectively evaluated for universal application.

A matrix approach to equation selection is pre,_ented and an example is given.The results show that the best equations can be selected from a group by using a
set of criteria from which a matrix can be established. The five criteria selected
for use in the example in this paper are not necessarily recommended as a universal
set of criteria. However, it is strongly recommended that a matrix approach be
used for equation selection. In addition, it is recommended that the matrix criteria
include factors that extend beyond the information of the load calibration and,
hopefully, link the load calibration to the flight load to be measured.

Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space AdminisWation

Edwards, Calif., March 22, 1977
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Y,

TABLE 2.--STANDARD ERRORS OF LOAD EQUATIONS

(a) Shear equations 8...

Equation Equation standard error,N (Ib)

' 87S 1176.9 (264,6)96S 1657.7 (350.2)
89S 1404.7 (316.8)
91S 1744.9 (392.3)
92S 1355.3 (304.7)
93S 1958.9 (440.4)
94S 2610.5 (586.9)
95S 1408.2 (316.6)

(b) Bending moment equations

Equation Equation standard e_ror.N m (imlb)

806 2661 (23.552)
816 3693 (32.681)
826 2555 (22.616)
836 1439 {12.741)

J,

ie) Torque equations

Equation standard error.
Equation N-m (in-lb)

84T 2585 (22,875)
85T 3305 (29.251)
88T 3132 (27.719)
89T 3629 (32.116)
90T 4347 (38.471)
91'1' 4_37 (41,922)

13
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'rAllLI_ 4,-I'QUATION SI'_I,ECTION MATRICES V_

[X identifies equations that give most favorable results]

(n) Shear equations

Equation
Criterin

87S 88S 89S 91S 92S 93S 94S 95S

Standard error X --- X --- X ....... X

- Forwan.d Invading ............... X X X X/,

mF Centralloading ............... X X X X ",

Aft loading --- X ........... X X X ',

Influence
eoeffieior,t plot X X ....... X X --- X

(b) Rending moment equations

Equation
Critel, ia

801{ 81B 82B 83B

Standard error ....... X X

Forward loading X X X X

Central loading ....... X X

Aft loading X --- X X

influence

! coefficient plot X - - X X

i (c) Torsion equations

Equation
Criteria

84T 85T 88T 89T 90T 9IT

Standard error X X X ..........

l"orward binding --- X X ........ X

Central loading --- X X ....... X

_. Aft loading .... X X .... X ....Influence
coefficient i)lot X X X ...........
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Figure 1. Structural skeleton of complex delto-_ipg aircraft.

Strain gage
bridge

/ , 3001301
# , 3021303

.:J041305
.- 3061307

3081309
3101311

3121313
3141315
3161317

3181319
3201321
322/323

"_- 324132P

'\

I
L, Figure 2. Location of strain gages with
", respect to wing planform.
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I

(a) Forward center of pressure.

(b ) Central center of pressure.

(c) Aft center of pressure.

Figure 3. Distribution of mathematically applied loads.
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Figure 6. Typical local loading.
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Chord

._-9 location, 200x 10"9
40 "_xu percent _]

Equationoutput _'LO0 / Equationoutputperunit load, _
perunit load, _ 60 --_ 100

pmlm 20 / "" '-30 _ 4,

J Ib

] I o
0 PO tO0

Spanlocation, percent ,,,-

(a) Equation 87S.

Chord
location,
percent

40 tO"9 - 200x10-9

Equationoutput _ _.._._60 Equationoutput
per unit load, _I_--_"_-30 - 100 perunit load,

_m/m 20 gin/in
N / _- lO

I I-o
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(b ) Equation 88S.

Chord

location, 200× 10-9
40x_]O"9 percent --

60_ 1-100
Equationoutput / Equationoutput

perunit load, __30 -- 100 per unit load,20- o
N Ib

f I-o
0 50 I00

Spanlocation,percent

(c) Equation 89S.

L
Figure 8. Influence coefficient plots of sheep equations.
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Chord
location,-- 200x 10"'_

40 xlO 9 percent

100 Equationoutput _%',Equationoutput unit load,

per unit load, 20 I/o,O 1ooper
d_ m_m

/ IIJ

N

I I-o
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(d) Equation 91S.

Chord - 200x 10.9
0 x._t0"9 location,

Equationoutput percent Equationoutput

per unit load,

per unit load, 100 100 pin/in
,jm/m 20 60 Ib

N

I I-o
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(e) Equation 92S.

Chord
location,

40 _10.9 percent-- 200x 10.9

100 Equationoutput

Equationoutput 60 perunit load,

per unit load, - 10020- IM

N

I _-o
0 50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(f) Equation 93S.

Fig_re 8. Continued.
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I

Chord ;'
location,

percent !00x 10"9
40 JO"9 _ tO0-

Equationoutput :_dlo 30w Equationoutput ""

i perunitload, tOO perunitload,

_ 20-_/7 "-
N

I l_
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(g) Equation 94S.

Chord - 200x tO"9
40x._lO"9 location,

percent Equationoutput

Equationoutput __00 perunitload,

perunitload, 20 __60 - tO0 gin/in
N

t t-o
0 50 1_

Spanlocation,percent

(h) Equation 95S.

Figure 8. Concluded.

p,P
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4000 10.9 Chord
location,
percent - 400x 10-9

Equationoutput 100,60,
perunitload, 30,10 Equationoutput

_ perunitload, "'

2000 - 200

I -0
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(a) Equation 80?3.

4000_lO"9 Chord
location,_ 400x ]0-9
percent

Equationoutput
perunit load, 100,60, Equationoutput

pm/m 2000 30,10 - 200 perunitload,
in-lb

I -0, 50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(b) _quation 8lB.

Figure 9. Influence coefficient plots of bending moment equations.
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• r_
Chord y,
location,

4000x..lO"9 percent

100,60, -1 400x 10.9

Equationoutput 30,10 /

per unit load, / 1 Equationoutput --"

pmlm 2000 -/ 200 perunit load,

/ in-lb

I I o
50 100

Spanlocation, percent

(c) Equation 82B.

Chord

location,
4000x._]O"9 percent

100,60,- 400x 10-9
30,10

Equationoutput _ Equationoutput
per unit load,

pm/m 2000--/ -- 200 perunit load,

gin/in
m-N

I I_ 0
0 50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(d) Equation 83B.

Figure 9. Concluded.
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4000<...10.9

Chord - 400x 10"9
location, _',_,

_ percent y,,

Equationoutput 2000 ( _. 100. 200 Equationoutput

perunit load, /,_,._ 60 perunitload,

m-N 0 i i 0 ""

( I - -zoo
"20000 50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(o) Equation 84T.

4000x tO"9

F Chord 400x

10-9

location,"_
percent

perunit load, " " _,..._.360 perunit load,3o
0 m-lb

/7 '
50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(b) Equation 85T,

Figure 10. In//uenee coefficient plots or"toPs(on equations.
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4000|0"gx,_l Chord - 400x 10"9

/ location,
percent

Equationoutput 2000J---/ -"-!00 200
perunitload, _ 60 Equationoutput

f /,,,,..0 perunit load, '
m-N /f, 10 --

0 _,/ 0 In-lb

-20O0 I I -200
5O 100

Spanlocation,percent

(c) Equation 88T.

4000x lO"9

F Chord- 400x 10"9
,, / location,

| percent

Equationoutput 2000J--_o]O 0 _ 200 Equationoutput
perunitload, _ perunit load,,._

p.mlmm__ _'_()

0 -0

I i- -zoo
"20000 50 100

Spanlocation,percent

(d) Equat(on 89T.

k
Figure 10. Continued.
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4000x lO"9
I-"

Chord - 400x lO"9

i location, #52000 percent Y
Equationoutput F_'lO0 - 200 Equationoutput
perunit load, [...._...._. 60pmlm m / _30 perunitload,pIn/In

m-'_-" o_ -
i

"20000 50 lO0-- -200
Spanlocation,percent

(e) Equation 90T.

4060x iO-9

I Chord - 400x lO"9

location.

i percent

-_FI°°- 200 Equationoutputi Equationoutput 2000

i /_ -_ 60 perunitload,

perunitload

I I--_
i -2ooo_ 5o zoo

i Spanlocation,percent
(f) Equation 91T.

Figure 10. Concluded.
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50x l03
F Appliedload

........ -IR_ _ ___ l0 x 103

- ,
--8 Y,'

30
Shearload.

N She load.20 ,.,.

0 87S 88S 89S 9IS 92S 93S 94S 95S
Equation

(a) Forward centerofpressureloadLng, i

50x103
- - Appliedload

............... lOxlO3
40

-8

30

Shearload, -- 6
N Shearload,

20 Ib

ti10 _

0 87S S 89S 91S 92S 93S 94S 95S
Equation

(b) Centralcenterofpressureloading.

Figure11. Comparison ofcalculatedand mathematicallyappliedshear loads.
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_OxZO3
Appliedf-,-, loadf,,-

! / __- ,ox,o,

40 ...... "- .... 8 '_'f';

Shearload, 6
N Shearload,

20 _ 4 Ib ,,,,..

10 2

0 0
87S 88S 89S 9,S 925 93S 94S 95S

Equation

(c) Aftcenterofpressureloading.
['

Figure 11. Concluded,

200x 103

_ 1,5xlO6

150-

Appliedload

-iiUJ
Bending I.O
moment, 100 - Bending
m-N moment,

in-lb

50 .5

0 0
80B 8IB 82B 83B

Equation

(a) For-wardcenterofpressureloading.

Figure 12. Comparison of calculated and mathematically applied
bending moments.
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200x I03

-- 1.5x I06

Appliedload150 F_,
.... L- ..... Y_

moment, lO0 Bending
m-N moment,

in-lb

50- .5 ...

" O- 080B BIB 82B 83B

Equation

(b ) Central center of pressure loading.

200x I03

___ ,- Appliedload
_J__ _-- 1.5 x lO6

Bending _-,,_ _--------,__ _ Benolng
moment, tO0 - _:_ _._ _. _ moment,

m-N _------...._]_------..._JJ_ _ in-lb

o --0
80B 8IB 82B 83B

Equation

(c) Aft center or"pressure loading.

Figure 12. Concluded.
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30x._lO3 - i_ x 10_

Appliedload--_ /

I 1200

20
-- 150

Torsionload, Torsionload,
m-N in-lb

- 100 ...
]

--50

-0
0- 84T 85T 88T 89T 90T 91T

Equation

(a) Forward center of pressure loading.

120_103

/- Appliedload -- 800× 103

8_--

-- 400 Torsionload,in-lb
40-

2OO

0
0_ 84T 85T 88T 891" 90T 91T

Equation

(b) Central center of pressure loading.

Figure 13. Comparison of calculated and mathematically applied
torsion loads.
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t I: iI

300x I0_ Appliedload
-- [ --2.5xi06

2.0

21111

-_1.5 Torsinnload,Torsionload, in-lb --'

m-N iii0

i. I00

84T 85T 881" 89T 90T 91T
Equation

(c) Aft center of pressure loading.

Figure 13. Concluded.

Figure 14, Location and relative magnitude of loads applied during load
calibration.
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